PowerDown
lesson ideas
Learn
These activities are designed to be used alongside the
Learn photo cards 1-15, Be the solution trigger film and
Activity sheets 1-6. Learners may also find the Keywords
information sheet helpful.
Key questions and subject links

Activity ideas

Resources

KS3 Science

Climate change investigation
Part one

Part one

– How is the world’s climate changing?
– What has using energy in one country got to do with
changing weather patterns in another?
– How is climate change predicted to affect people/
places in the future?

Use interactive whiteboard/projector to discuss Learn photo
cards 1-3. What do you think each picture/graphic has to do
with climate change? Read the back of the cards and watch the
Be the solution trigger film. What are the most important things
you’ve learned about climate change now/in the future?

Learn photo cards – Introduction:
(digital versions)
1. what is climate change?
2. why is the planet getting hotter?
3. how is climate change affecting our world?

– What evidence do you have to support your findings?

Part two

Be the solution trigger film (DVD-Rom)

KS3 Geography

Divide Learn photo cards 4-10 among learners. Place each
image alongside a copy of the Big picture activity sheet.
What is happening in your picture? What do you think it has to
do with climate change? Write thoughts in the inner box marked
‘What I see’.

Part two

Read the back of your card. How is your picture connected
to climate change? Write thoughts in the outer box marked
‘Big picture’.

5. Fatima’s story, India

– What has using energy in one country got to do
with changing weather patterns in another?

KS3 Citizenship

Part three

7. Biblop’s story, Bangladesh

– What has using energy in the UK got to do with
climate change?

How is your picture connected to climate change? Imagine you
are a science/world news/political correspondent doing a twominute news report on TV news. What is the most important thing
you want to say about it? Group feedback.

8. Abbas’ story, India

– How is the world’s climate changing and why?
– How is climate change affecting people globally?
– How is climate change predicted to affect people/
places in the future?

– What challenges do/will individuals and communities
face in different parts of the world?

Big picture (Activity sheet 1)
Learn photo cards – Climate change around the world:
4. Mahidul’s story, Bangladesh

6. Zakir’s story, India

9. Sophia’s story, Tanzania
10. the Amazon rainforest story
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Key questions and subject links

Activity ideas

Resources

KS3 Science

Tipping points and climate impacts
Part one

Tipping points (Activity sheet 2)

Learners work in pairs on the tipping points activity sheet. Cut up
the information boxes, paste the map onto an A3 piece of paper,
discuss the information boxes and place them in the correct
place on the map.

Learn photo card 3: How is climate change affecting
our world?

– How is the world’s climate changing?
– What is a tipping point?
– How is climate change predicted to affect people
and places in the future?
– What evidence do you have to support your findings?

KS3 Geography
– How is the world’s climate changing?
– What is a tipping point?
– How is climate change affecting people globally?
– How is climate change predicted to affect people
and places in the future?

KS3 Citizenship
– How is climate change predicted to affect people
and places in the future?

The map shows the places in the world which climate scientists
believe to be at greatest risk of climate change (info source 1),
if the average global temperature rises between 3-5 oC. It also
shows the predicted impact on people should these tipping
points occur (info source 2).
The correct layout of the boxes can be seen on the front of
Learn photo card 3.

Part two
Learners can then move on to the Climate change predictions
activity sheet. Use the information given to create their own,
similar maps showing the possible climate impacts with a global
temperature rise of 1oC and 2 oC. Learners could also undertake
additional research using the links provided.

Part three
Share findings.

Climate impacts (Activity sheet 3)

A3 paper
Glue

Useful info sources:
1. ‘Global meltdown: scientists isolate areas most
at risk of climate change’, the Guardian,
www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2008/feb/05/
climatechange
2. ‘At a glance: The Stern Review’
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/business/6098362.stm
3. ‘Climate change from the BBC weather centre’
www.bbc.co.uk/climate/evidence/extreme.shtml
4. ‘Humans blamed for climate change’,
IPPC report http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/
tech/6321351.stm
5. ‘Climate change: a quick guide’
www.direct.gov.uk/en/Environmentandgreenerliving/
Thewiderenvironment/Climatechange/index.htm
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